
I Dream… 

 

 That those of us in our later, elder years may share the wisdom aging before it is too 

late.  

 A community that is geographically separate which cohesively responds to those in 

need 

 Of creating a way to bring Nano and the Presentation mission to young people and 

families around the world 

 of a Presentation underground railroad that will have Presentation people at the 

boarder that will be able to have groups in various places to assist those who need help 

in immigration/migration 

 that we see ourselves Presentation people being influencers, so the values that we hold 

dear to the example of Nano Nagle whether grand and wide-ranging to anyone who 

shows kindness, generosity and attention to the needs of those we may be with at the 

moment 

 that we will take the worldwide efforts for diversity, inclusion and equity and apply 

those to all of our Presentation people so that we can widen our influence throughout 

the world 

 of creating space where our Presentation way of life can flourish as well as life can 

flourish 

 that the story of Nano and the charism of the Presentation sisters grows and touches 

the world in new ways, through prayer, community and justice work, so that we all can 

become influencers in the world 

 of inter-congregational, inter-city, inter-group associate activities and justice activities 

and actions 

 that all might have life and life to the full. I believe that this is Nano’s charism of 

hospitality that all people have a home and are safe. 

 For the next generation of Presentation sister to be in the context of a rich family of 

Presentation people 

 of Presentation connections without boundaries 

 of a new reality of Presentation people that reflects the amazing diversity of God’s 

creation in culture, language, etc., that is on fire with God’s love and Nano’s love 

especially for the poor and the work\s of justice. 

 of a structure that allows for gatherings , pilgrimages, immersion experiences shared 

resources, and talent and inclusion of all who carry the charism 

 That the IPA can become a Presentation center for justice and spirituality known by 

everyone in the world and that the name Nano Nagle would be as recognized as the 

name Mother Teresa 

Appendix 3 



 That Presentation hospitality evolve into deep partnerships with all who share the 

legacy of Nano in their hearts and actions 

 That we will widen the space of our tent and reach out to more persons to join us as 

Presentation people 

 Of a society at peace with one another responsive to the needs of the poor, women and 

the marginalized 

 That we may live beyond the margins with courage and humility to be with those 

made poor, especially those who do not have a home 

 That eventually connections can also be made with Presentation people, Friends of 

Nano across our global community to understand the great impact around the world 

the and to get that spark of inspiration globally of what we can do when we are 

connected 

 That the IPA becomes a new PBVM People Congregation that creates a new journey 

for all to collaborate in promoting Nano’s vision for service in any part of the world. 

The congregation would consist of vowed and non- vowed members who share 

equally in its creation and leadership of the congregation 

 Of many hands, many hearts and many colors continuing together for a vibrant 

mission for the world 

 That we may act locally, more for justice and be supported by Presentation people at 

large 

 That the spirit of Presentation people we are experiencing here may continue to grow, 

perhaps be structured so that Nano’s dream of service and justice be extended and 

flourish  

 Of inspiring others to see the world the way we do as Presentation people and bring 

Nano’s charism to those with whom we interact 

 Of regularly coming together to continue building relationships among uscarry out 

nano’s vision for society 

 That our efforts to educate young women will be continue through Presentation High 

School in San Francisco and Presentation College in SD 

 That the conference be the vehicle that will give birth to Lisa Olson’s dream 

 Of a beloved community, a diverse international community moving forward through 

collaboration. Nano’s movement, her charism in order to fulfill our core values of 

partnership with the Divine, care of creation and passion for the poorest - another form 

of Trinity. 

 Of living a deliberate life of going one pace beyond what already is, of service 

opportunities that I can do and support that I can offer to those in need, of stepping 

outside of my comfort zone and welcoming others to do the same, of respectfully 

knowing my place but then challenging my place. of giving my life over to worthy 

pursuits. 

 of the continuation of these conversations when we return home, that these 

conversation not be valued by those who may not have been with us here 



 Of our larger community (IPA and LCWR) that we discern together and grow in the 

ministry of justice and climate change issues and justice in our own sense of 

democracy 

 Of highlighting stories of the great works of our Presentation associates, sister and 

Presentation people through social media, so a greater community can be inspired by 

their work 

 Of Nano and always burning for the needy and see and they can come to us 

 Of our Friends of Nano children’s’ group continue to find ways to carry the lantern 

and that other children’s groups develop who will carry on Nano’s mission 

 Of a life balanced with prayer, contemplation and presence in our world and to provide 

to the world a source of refreshment, service and healing. My dream visualized as a 

traveling field hospital when we go out to meet the needs of the people with 

companionship and skills and talents, modeled on our service experience here 

 That we be the fires that ignite into flame and sparks that in raise the fire within the 

hearts of Presentation people to work with the poor, marginalized, those at the border, 

women and children and each other 

 Of gathering younger Presentation people together to share, dream and support one 

another. 

 That the joy born of belonging, loving and being loved be expended to all people and 

there where is isolation and unmet needs, we be present’ 

 That one day, when we speak of being Presentation people we will no longer make 

distinction among vowed members, associates, collaborators, friends and other but that 

we will be one as Presentation people 

 A kinder, gentler world, less violence, greed and hate. More gentleness, concern for 

others, tolerance, acceptance and non-judgment 

 That we deeply see the needs of our world and that we live so deeply in the spirit that 

we can say that the kingdom of God is being fulfilled among you today 

 of new members vowed and associate mininsters responding to the call to help carry 

Nano’s vision into our future 

 Serving more families through Nano’s charism so that they not only survive but thrive  

 Working on the local level and bringing my professional life and faith life and creating 

a one-to-one faith-based mentoring program wherein young people are exposed to the 

Gospel and Nano’s story. Where they can learn kindness and hospitality and help them 

be in better place to make healthy choices 

 Of a world where Nano’s charism and values will be lived through respect and 

reverence for all of creation and all that is, that we will be recognized by our presence 

as Presentation people 

 The vine which is Nano’s charism and its implementation in times and places will 

expand and grow roots in new ways and new places. I believe that God has done 

something new in us recently in our Presentation people who are full of the life and 

inspiration of Nano. We also have a new venue to grow and spread the vine which is 

virtual reality 



 Of a unity of Presentation hearts strengthen through the avenues already in existence 

so that Nano’s lanterns shines in all corners of need 

 Of practical and concrete solutions to complex canonical problems around the legacy 

of Presentation education, of ensuring that educational spaces that are forming 

Presentation people will have the intentional vision to insure the legacy will continue 

 That our Presentation people in San Antonio grow in number and diversity and 

become unity in a plan and purpose to follow Nano’s dream 

 Of a united and sustainable North American structure where a Presentation story be 

available to all Presentation people to provide resources to assure so that all can thrive 

long after I am gone 

 Of one Presentation people, all of us believers carrying the light of Nano and 

recommend putting financial, spiritual, and emotional resources to create a North 

American Association so we can bring that light to the world. Empower with every 

possible resource to see it take root. 

 Of more gatherings where we come and one Presentation people where we come 

around one common concern so these are not just topics shared at breakfast 

 Of an organic, fluid, shape-shifting network of energy hubs of Presentation people 

where there is a deep sense of community and belonging and a deepening of one ‘s 

faith, perhaps what is happening North America can be a prototype for the IPA and 

that there are ways we can connect with young people 

 I dream of greater connectedness uniting and lighting our way and world especially in 

caring for creation and those in greatest need 

 Of the community that God has provided to me within which we can learn to love and 

listen how to serve with new energy and fire 

 That we all realize that it begins with us and it moves from there. That we become 

quieter, stiller, and we listen. It gives us that discernment to move ahead with right 

action. 

 Of prophetic presence of Presentation people that powers imagination, that we use 

creativity and possibility to move from hierarchy to circle, from exclusion to inclusion, 

earth aware, sustainable, economical changes, marked by engagement, mutuality, and 

common good, contemplation as well as action, unlearning as well as learning. It looks 

like projects, gatherings and change. 

 About Nano’s light enkindling the fire of Presentation people and all partners 

engaging together all of our resources to uplift the dignity of the human person and to 

sustain our planet 

 That the energy of this Presentation people movement in this room will continue in 

some form as we move forward. That we find a way to create structures that will allow 

this energy to continue to emerge and evolve for the flourishing of all peoples, for the 

carrying forth the charism of Nano, the mission of Jesus so that peace, Justice and 

hospitality will be known as home to all. 



 along with Nano, that the mission of Jesus and his compassion be given to all in Jesus’ 

name, that he be recognized as the gifts to everyone, that we be true disciples of his 

Gospel message. 

 That the conference of Presentation sisters can become a conference of Presentation 

people and annual Presentation people charism awards highlighting ministry and 

mission projects 

 That Presentation people will truly believe we have a future and that Nano’s charism 

will continue to flourish in the life and mission vowed and non-vowed Presentation 

people and that we will be energized to make that dream a reality into the future 

 That through Nano’s charism we can learn to replace hate with love 

 That the spirit of Nano will continue in the future as our lives have been touched. That 

we will tell our stories so that the spirit will continue 

 The dream of justice and advocacy for those who are homeless 

 Of the spark that is in this Presentation family of mission charism and hospitality that 

is alive in all groups – that we make it easy for others to become involved in this 

dream in a variety of ways 

 For a development of a Junior Presentation person program. Exchange program within 

ministries that we could learn more about. Building of structure with CPS that could 

be expanded, larger pieces with more employees 

 That the energy in this room continues to grow and there will be a time when 

Presentation people is who people want to be and we continue to carry Nano’s lantern 

 Of continuing Nano’s dedication to education because I believe it will help us make a 

difference in the areas of need in the world today 

 That each person will be regarding as a brother and sister treated with respect and that 

every person will have a home and have food. That everyone will be treated with love 

and respect 

 Of becoming more by inviting friends, family and strangers to join me to widen our 

tent of our Presentation people 

 That our connections continue so we can continue to share the stories of the sisters so 

that legacy needed for the next generation be carried forward 

 I share the dream of light and action and fun as we have shared 

 That all of the wonderful dreams we have heard today are able to be brought together 

with intentionality so that it can be moved forward so this wasn’t just a nice gathering 

 An annual Presentation themed retreat that could be virtual or in person 


